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Innovation
through
Procrastination
HOW AVOIDING
STUDYING IS
INNOVATIVE

By Taras Colopelnic

Most college students can likely be
caught procrastinating during
finals week when they should be
studying for exams. Few college
students discover something that
sparks an idea to start a business.
Even less actually pursue such an
idea. Yet that is exactly what
Connor Cuthbert, the founder and
proprietor of Finger Lakes Live
Streaming did. We sat down with
Connor to understand how exactly
he was able to identify the
opportunity, start the business,
and actually grow it quite rapidly.
How it all began
Connor Cuthbert, a sophomore
studying Civil Engineering at
Villanova University, first thought
about live streaming while

finishing of his spring semester at
his home in Fleming, a small town
in the Auburn, NY area. Having
been sent home a couple months
prior due to the onset of the
pandemic, many students were
naturally bored living in a
lockdown world.
But the software he discovered was
what really lit the imaginary
lightbulb above his head. “I came
across Switcher Studio when I was
procrastinating trying to study for
my finals,” said Connor. According
to the software company, Switcher
Studio is an iOS-based software
that allows the user to seamlessly
connect multiple iPhones and
iPads to create a unique
multicamera live video with text,
graphics, editing,

and effects. This easy-to-use software
plays into many of the aspects that
make his business stand out from the
competition, and that has allowed
him to expand and grow. Clearly, this
caught Connor’s attention, not only
because of the versatility and
simplicity, but because he quickly
realized there was a need for such a
service in his area. After all,
identifying a consumer need a
potential target market are the
foundations most all successful
businesses.
Differentiation through
customization
It didn’t take a lot, financially
speaking, to start this venture. He had
a relatively low initial capital
investment to make since he already
had an iPhone, an iPad, and the tech
know-how to use the software. After
purchasing a few more critical items
(along with the software
subscription) such as stands and
gimbals, audio equipment, and
internet nodes, Connor was ready to
start livestreaming.
After expanding and perfecting his
business operations over the course
of a few months, along with hiring a
couple friends to help out as needed,
he started to get more calls. He
quickly realized his “extremely
flexible [operation] with a small
footprint” had an invaluable benefit;
customizability. Besides the fact that
he could livestream all types of
events, he was able to be very agile in
many other respects. He could use
anywhere from two to five (and more)
iPhone cameras, position them
exactly how the client wants, and
could be “very versatile in
incorporating other media types such
as drone [footage] and text cards,”
among others.
Connor was able to come up with a
business idea, realize there was a
target market, and innovate and
position his product and company as
a leader in its industry in the local
area. He was able to capture the
entire market and due to first mover
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advantages was given a leg up before
any competitions could arise. We
wanted to find out more how he was
able to be so entrepreneurial. After all,
he is a civil engineering major, and
that isn’t often times associated with
starting your own business.
Is he even an entrepreneur?
According to Merriam-Webster, and
entrepreneur is “one who organizes,
manages, and assumes the risks of a
business or enterprise.” Evidently,
entrepreneurship does not exclude
people on the basis of college major,
job, or age. The only people that
cannot be entrepreneurs are those
who will not assume the risks of
starting an enterprise.
Yet there is another key element of
entrepreneurship that may be even
more vital to understanding how
such people think and act when
faced with opportunity. We asked
Connor if his field of study, civil
engineering, in any way helped him
with having this entrepreneurial
mindset. “As an engineer I am
exposed to a variety of problems” says
Connor explaining that engineering
teaches heavily how to problem solve.
He adds, “my engineering training has
allowed me to confront challenges
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and difficulties.”
Minus the word engineering, those
statements are nothing short of
descriptions of almost all
entrepreneurs. They are problem
solvers. They are able to confront
challenges and difficulties, and
successfully at that. So, what
challenges and problems might a
college sophomore run into starting
his own business?
Not always smooth sailing
To start, lack of experience can
usually make things at least a little
bit difficult for anyone trying
something new. Connor explained
to us that he did not really have any
job that like this before and so he
did run into problems. “I was stingy
in equipment investment-I wasn’t
committed to shoving out cash.”
Connor thought he was being costeffective. He quickly learned from his
mistake and realized it saying, “I
spent more money to get cheap
stuff than high quality equipment.”
Another challenge he faced was
aspects of his own personality. “I had
to be more friendly and not per se
outgoing, but better communication
skills especially over the phone.”

Most of Connor’s clients book their
events through phone calls, but to
book one event may take several
phone call discussions depending on
the situation. “I learned it was key to
make connections with everyone
and network in every circumstance,”
said Connor as he brought up a
specific event that demonstrated
this greatly. He was hired to live
stream a wedding at a church in the
area, yet he ran into a small
stumbling block when concern arose
from one of the organizing parties
involved about how the internet
cable would be taped down, so as
not to be a tripping hazard. He
ended up sending over his friend and
team member, Ashley, to explain
how the cable would be taped up
against the wall and on the floor in a
way that would ensure everyone’s
safety.

So, the live streaming went ahead as
planned and it turned out great. So
great that because of the event and
word of mouth, he was able to add
the parish church, the local funeral
home, and even another Syracuse
funeral home to his clientele. He said
that this goes to show that to be
successful you must sometimes “go
out of your way not only for the client,
but with peers in the industry to
build connections.” The connections
he has built speak for themselves.

for what a “post-pandemic” market
may look like. No matter what the
future holds, Connor has shown that
entrepreneurship is nothing more
than a willingness to pursue an idea,
and nothing less than what makes
our world go round.

The end. Or is it?
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Since the company’s start in May
2020, Connor and his team have
produced 103 live streams, 24
videography projects, and have had
100 percent client satisfaction. The
company continues to grow and
expand as Connor begins planning

part of a project assignment for his
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